Press Release

CZone Improves the User Experience with New Software Update

Auckland, New Zealand – CZone, the industry leader in digital control and monitoring, announces an
all new graphic interface. The release of CZone’s new software update revolutionizes how users interact
with their electrical system onboard their boat or vehicle.
CZone 2.0 re-engineers the user experience of operating the boat or vehicle’s electrical system,
making it even simpler, faster and more intuitive than ever before.
CZone’s broad functionality combines multiple circuit or system configurations into a single Mode to
quickly and easily switch a group of circuits on or off to customize the on-board environment of the
vessel. This could mean changing the system from day to night mode, or from underway to at-rest with a
single touch. CZone’s new Favorites page makes this even easier with clear illustrations of your boat or
vehicle.
With advanced customization of the new Favorites pages the user can choose what information and
controls are most regularly accessed, from individual switches to critical monitoring information. Further
customize the display by loading layouts or schematics specific to the vessel or vehicle.
What is CZone
CZone simplifies installation of electrical systems through the replacement of complicated and often
cumbersome traditional wiring. CZone is perfect for marine and mobile automotive applications and
replaces switch and fuse panels with networked digital switch interfaces providing ultimate control of your
electrical systems.
With one touch CZone’s intelligent management simplifies operation by combining multiple circuits
through Mode selection, offers effortless Monitoring oversight of key systems and components while
retaining advanced Control of specific circuits and functions.
CZone is part of Power Products LLC, the leading supplier of system wide integrated power solutions, which
includes: Ancor, BEP, Blue Sea Systems, CZone, Lenco Marine, Marinco, Mastervolt and ProMariner.
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